Earn your Class B Commercial Drivers License (CDL) and Drive your career forward

If you have a criminal record and are seeking a fresh start, consider training for a high-demand career that pays a living wage.

- **No cost:** Limited scholarships provided by Volunteers in Corrections - $2,000 value
- **Pre-requisites:** Valid Minnesota drivers license, proof of citizenship, and Dept. of Transportation (DOT) physical from a medical provider
- **Class B permit driver training and testing**
  1. 2-day permit training at DCTC (general knowledge and air brakes)
  2. Dept. of Transportation written test at Dept. of Vehicle Services facility of your choice
  3. 4-day behind-the-wheel training after earning permit, at DCTC
  4. Behind-the-wheel CDL test at DCTC
- **Free access to career and resume guidance**
- **Guaranteed interviews** with partner companies when you earn a CDL license through this program

Training sessions coming January and March of 2021

For more information, contact: Monica Ibarra | mibarra@inverhills.edu | 651-450-3665

This initiative is part of the DCTC & Inver Hills Education Justice Project.
Class B CDL training

It can be a challenge for those with a criminal record seeking a fresh start. Tell them about training as a Class B CDL (commercial drivers license) driver.

Why refer your clients to this training?
1. A high-demand career providing a living wage
2. Training at no cost to the student
3. Six scholarships provided by Volunteers and Corrections, a not-for profit collaboration with Ramsey County Correctional Facility to provide scholarship funding to Justice Informed individuals seeking post secondary training.
4. Class B CDL allows for the operation of vehicles including straight trucks, garbage trucks, dump trucks, delivery trucks, and cement mixers.

Training sessions coming January and March of 2021
For more information, contact: Monica Ibarra | mibarra@inverhills.edu | 651-450-3665

This initiative is part of the DCTC & Inver Hills Education Justice Project.